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Abstract
Islamic religious education is not solely about discussing how Muslims carry out their religious teachings, but it also discusses issues with a wider range of educational interests capable of creating human happiness and success in the world and the hereafter. For this reason, a proper education system must be created so that it can produce humanity in accordance with Islamic teachings. Reformation in Islamic education requires the contextualization of Islamic religious education in accordance with the original sources in the Qur'an and Assunnah so that there is a relevance between Islamic religious education and current situations. Although Islamic education keeps updated to the current situation, spiritual values (asceticism) and ahlakul karimah are not abandoned. The spiritual values (asceticism) in relation to Islamic religious education must be developed and taught, but how to teach and internalize them to people, especially to students, requires basic thoughts and findings so that ascetic attainment of Islamic religious education can be reached.
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Introduction
Humans are essentially created by God as always complaining; when they get something bad, they always grumble, and when they get something good too, they are not satisfied and not grateful. This is why humans always want more and more. In their efforts to satisfy their greed, they collect wealth - abundant wealth, high position and rank, they love their woman or wife excessively, and even they collect jewelry and valuable objects, luxury homes, without taking into account the redundant value of their acts, or what we call as mubazir. Humans like that feel...
they will live eternally in the world, and do not think that they will die and have life after death\(^1\).

Humans like that are categorized as hedonists, that is, people who are perceived to be life oriented to luxury and glamour. They like to waste or spend wealth for personal happiness. They forget to think about other people, the distress of others, and the poverty that exists around them. All those actions are a waste. As moslems they are actually supposed to look for happiness in a modest way. With sufficient fulfillment of physical needs, they should feel the peace of mind and soul.

Basically humans need wealth and property in order to maintain their survival, in order to achieve the pleasure and happiness. However, not all of their life should be shed only to achieve misguided wealth and happiness. They are not supposed to spend whole part of their time to pursue and achieve happiness, while human obligations as “\textit{abid}” are abandoned\(^2\). The purpose of human life is to achieve happiness in the world and the hereafter world (\textit{sa’adutud-daraini}), not just working and gathering wealth for happiness in the world. Working, looking for wealth are solely for the sake of fulfilling the obligation as humanbeing, while his property and wealth are used for the goodness and prosperity of other people.

In an effort to understand the ideal and true purpose of life in accordance with religious teachings, there needs to be a long learning process, from understanding religious teachings to the implementation stage. The process is not easy, it takes a cognitive internalization to instill them in their heart, and even requires practice.

One of the processes in understanding the purpose of life is through teaching and learning, both in school, in madrasas, in mosques, in the majlis of science, at home, and wherever religious knowledge is obtained. Likewise the learning should begin early, from childhood to old age (long life education).

Religious education that has been taught in schools seems to have not provided maximum results on the values of Islamic teachings. Many indicators show this, such as lack of religious awareness, moral decadence that is spread everywhere, brawls, disobedience that are often seen in everyday life, rampant corruption in all parts of the archipelago.

Therefore, Islamic religious education in schools have come under the spotlight from various parties who question its effectiveness in schools. Is a model of Islamic religious education that is able to internalize the teachings of religion into the hearts of every human being needed? This then has become a homework for observers of Islamic religious education.
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Research Method
The study was qualitative approach with the descriptive type. Accordingly, this study will analyze the essence of asceticism of Islamic religious education. The research data obtained from scientific research library literature. The study will discuss the exploratory analysis about the existence of asceticism in Islamic religious education and how to implement it in the real world.

Results and Discussion
Understanding The Meaning of Asceticism
Asceticism is a term taken from the Greek word askein, meaning "train". In this case what is meant by training is an attempt by a person to draw himself closer to God through various means such as death of body, or to blame himself. This behavior is done because his body is considered a real barrier in approaching God. Because the body is a barrier, they do something to purify themselves by doing the term "abstinence", which is abstaining from eating, sleeping, allowing themselves to be exposed to the heat of the sun or the cold of the night, abstaining from having sex, and even to the point of self-torture.

Almost all religions in the world know and practice what is called asceticism. In India, asceticism is done by the way of escaping from "samsara" (suffering) that surrounds human life. The method of escape is to terminate oneself, the body being deemed evil must be destroyed. This behavior then became the subject of teaching for Indians who embrace Buddhism and Brahmanism.

Asceticism is also found in Jewish religion. Ascetic in this religion begins with its encounter with Greek culture, where the figure who combines Judeism with Greek culture is Philo of Alexandria. What Philo introduced is that the world and the God will not be able to unite except by means of what is called logos. Meanwhile, in humans, the body and spirit will always clash unless they are bridged by contemplation (self-reflection). With that contemplation the spirit will be liberated from one's body, then the spirit will rise at a higher level which is at the divine level.

In Christianity, asceticism is interpreted as a strenuous exercise, namely through the release of oneself from worldly desires in achieving true freedom. The asceticism is usually practiced by monks in Christian churches. They torture themselves in various ways, in the hope that what they do is an act favored by their Lord. They say that "we punish ourselves because we know very well that each pain makes us valuable now, we will have hundreds of points of pleasure soon". Thus, in their view, it can be done through suicide or intentional death by themselves.

In Hinduism, asceticism is defined as absolute self-liberation to unite oneself with the Brahmins. In this religion, asceticism is carried out by distancing oneself from worldly pleasures, with the model of excessive fasting, reducing the time of sleep, distancing and even forbidding themselves from all the pleasures of the world by torturing themselves, bearing the burden of disasters, considering themselves as
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always in grieve and feel disappointed. They never expect to die, because death will only move them to a new life. They only expect their own destruction to be united in Brahma. Therefore, Hindus in their lives are always overwhelmed with misery, restraining from delights, being negative, living a life begging, and torturing themselves⁶.

In Buddhism the principle of *tanaskuh* becomes a reference in life, namely the principle in which the five senses and feelings relate to the outside world. It means that one’s character contains attractions and abilities arising from the past, that is, the life which one has experienced in the past shapes his/her personality in a new life. Thus, in Buddhism, we must free ourselves from the rebirth of birth, so that humans can get to Nirvana. Buddhist asceticism is about suffering which is divided into four criteria: a. that suffering must exist, namely the existence of death, sickness, having children, distress in life due to separation from loved ones, and the meeting of humans with their enemies. Those all are suffering; b. that what makes the suffering is one’s lust and desire that comes from within. Besides that a sense of wanting to get pleasure, a great sense of wanting to own the world, and longing for the future world are also the causes of suffering; c. that suffering can disappear when that desire disappears with the loss of lust and loss of love for the world, d. to eradicate the suffering it must be done through a good way, such as following the right opinion, positive feelings, saying good words, behaving well, having a good lifestyle, being always grateful, having good memory, and always thinking of good things⁷.

In Islam asceticism can be understood by two values, namely *qana’ah* which is feeling enough with what one has , and *tawassuth*, which is the existence of a balance of life. The term *qana’ah* can be understood by fulfilling basic human needs at the minimum level of eligibility of living standards. While *tawassuth* is defined as the existence of a life balance in an effort to refrain from the extremism of euphoria in modern life which is materialistic⁸. *Qana’ah* and *tawassuth* are understood not to provide motivation that leads to the search for excess, but leads to a tranquility and comfort in what they have and posses. This is known in Islam as “*zuhud*”.

The classic term for asceticism in Islam is identical to *tabattul* (termination of worldly affairs), another term is *shalihat* (piety)⁹. While according to Sayyed Hossein Nasr ascetic was identical with the term *zuhud*¹⁰. Practically the term asceticism is also identical with *riyadhah* (willingness). These terms are some of the words that can related to the attitude of asceticism in Islam⁹. However, in the course of the history of asceticism in Islam, the term *zuhud* is more widely known and more
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⁷ Shalaby.
famous as is usually done by Sufis as an idealization of life in placing human interests before God.

Implicitly in Islam, asceticism is believed to be an act of filtering the greed for materialism. Basically, humans are not able to put themselves in an ideal position, which is between loving wealth and fulfilling just sufficient needs. Seeking and collecting wealth actually will not bring a wisdom in one’s life, because within what one possesses there is a portion of the rights of the poor. Therefore, excessive control of wealth balanced by the obligation to pay zakat and infaq then giving a living for the poor is expected to foster a psychological balance to reduce greed

Stacking wealth for a Muslim is not relevant, because accumulating wealth does not bring much wisdom and benefit. Here a great soul is needed to foster the spirit of contribution to social piety by changing the mindset of the hub al-măl (love of wealth) to the hub al-năs (love of humans). This indicates that social worship is comparable to other worship except that social worship is more synonymous with contributive and participatory activities.

Related to this issue, Ibn Taymiyyah explained that asceticism in Islam must be kept in accordance with the Shari’a to the point that what must be practiced is to leave everything that is not useful in our journey to the hereafter world, then remain consistent with high confidence in the heart and continue to accept what is in one’s possession is obtained as it is. Departing from this thought, asceticism must be carried out as an effort to encourage people to avoid excessive love of the world (hub Ad-dunyâ). More over, asceticism is directed to respect themselves through efforts to meet the needs of a sufficient and decent life, so that life is calm and serene, so that one is be able to foster a cautious attitude, and has strong consideration of the reward that will be obtained.

Understanding The Meaning And Direction of Islamic Religious Education

Islamic religious education is a serious and well planned effort in preparing students to understand, and practice the teachings of Islam through the process of guidance and teaching. Islamic Education based on Government Regulation No. 55 of 2007 Chapter I article 2 states that religious education is an education that provides understanding, knowledge, shape attitudes and personality and skills to students in practicing their religious teachings, which is carried out at least through a learning process in all levels and types of education.

Religious education concerns human life comprehensively, not just equipping children with understanding of religion and intellectual development alone, but it must touch the personality of the children themselves, like making them
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acustomed to doing good deeds in accordance with religious teachings, having good relationship both vertically (relationship with God) and horizontally (relationship with other God’s creatures), and also understanding themselves. Thus, Islamic religious education not only teaches the values of worldly issues, but also teaches human readiness to live in the hereafter world.

Direction of Islamic Education is a conscious effort prepared for students, so that students are able to understand, to carry out, and to always practice religious teachings. As for the emphasis that must be given in Islamic religious education is the practice of religious teachings in daily life. Thus Islamic religious education must be projected to increase the component of being (practice), but still there must be a process of knowing and doing.

The direction of Islamic religious education cannot be separated from the study of the purpose of Islamic religious education itself, as stated by Islamic education thinkers such as Syed Muhammad Naquib Al-Attas, Muhammad Athiyah al-Abraisi. Practically the purpose of Islamic religious education is to produce intelligent and devout Muslim generations. The ideological objective is that Islamic religious education must be the main pillar in the formation of Islamic faith for Muslim generations which is used as a foundation for other education.

Islamic Religious Education is expected to take people to master religious teachings comprehensively, and also to practice these teachings in their lives. In addition, Islamic religious education emphasizes on the formation of perfect human behaviors, meaning that Islamic religious education is taught to form human beings with akhakul karimah in accordance with what was practiced by the prophet Muhammad.

Islamic religious education is not solely about discussing how Muslims carry out their religious teachings, but more than that it is discussing issues with a wider range of educational interests, capable of creating human happiness and success in the world until the hereafter. For this reason, an education system must be created so that it can produce humanity which is expected to be in accordance with religious teachings.

Reformation in Islamic education requires the contextualization of Islamic religious education in accordance with its original sources of the Qur’an and Assunnah so that there is a relevance between Islamic religious education and

20 Filsafat Zuhairinia, “Pendidikan Islam” (Jakarta: Bumi Aksara, 1995).
current situations. Although Islamic education keeps up with the times, spiritual values (asceticism) and ahlakul karimah are not abandoned.

What remains a long debate about Islamic religious education is whether Islam itself has its own concept of education in an Islamic context or it does not have it at all. Education is present to prepare humans for life and its problems. This is what is then still being shared with Muslims, so that such broad directions and goals can be achieved.

**Ascetism in Islamic Religion Education**

In general, asceticism is interpreted as self-denial through various ways for an ideal desire. Asceticism like this can be regarded as a religious doctrine that leads to high spiritual values by imposing self-discipline and self-denial. Another meaning of asceticism is the achievement of self-perfection, namely to hold back one’s body and soul, to worship much, to refrain from unwholesome actions, to hold back lust, to be careful in one’s speech, and to be abstain from what is forbidden.

From this understanding, asceticism in practice is a way of regulating oneself from desires that cannot be fulfilled, as a saying “like fire that burns iron, just like the temptation that burns desire” *(adagium Ignis probat ferrum, et tentatio justum)*. Ascetism is basically to provide a foundation for independence through a variety of ways such as mobilizing, sensitivity, feelings and at times become victims of decisions taken in life.

Ascetism can also be understood as an agent of change, namely changing the error attitude (ignorance) towards a life safety (salvation). In this case human life must experience and feel the saturation from world ephoria which results in moral decadence, the emergence of disobedience, prostitution, promiscuity, corrupt behavior, and others. As a result of the ephoria, there needs to be an action with an ascetic approach, namely changing the bad lifestyle to good one. Besides, it is a necessity that human life cannot be separated from the paradox cycle, that is human life between good and bad. Both collide with each other, because humans are always preoccupied with worldly pleasures, so the tendency of humans to forget to improve themselves continuously between doing life piety (good attitude) or always busy with their lives (bussines).

In the current global development, human beings are placed at the highest level in achieving material happiness, as stated by Max Weber that modern humans wants the orgy of materialism. Human life in the modern era today is more directed to consumptive lifestyles. With such life-style humans in the modern era now grow sectoral ego, so that there is a freedom to determine their attitude: either
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they want to follow the hedonism, or liberalism, or to live a piety life. This life pattern by Max Weber is called as calling.

In Islam asceticism is used as the foundation of religious spiritual life, where the pattern of life of Muslims is built with a rule of life and regularity of life, such as distancing themselves from unwholesome actions, distancing themselves from disobedience, purifying themselves from sinful acts, fostering patience, being fair, loving each other, always remembering and approaching God, and so on26. On the other hand, asceticism sometimes is misinterpreted, as there is a feeling of prohibition of loving valuables, then there is excessive worry that one will lose the pleasures of the world, and there is an unpleasant feeling by limiting the soul from all its pleasures, and even at its peak the absence of servitude to God27.

Asceticism according to Ibn Khaldun is identical with the concept of zuhud, which is more concerned with the afterlife by performing mahdhoh worship, and alienating his soul only for worship28. Meanwhile, in the view of Al-Mawdudi in criticizing the Sufis, asceticism is considered to exceed the limits of normal life, so they are considered to have fallen between atheism-polytheism, until finally falling into the conflict of blurred concept of Islam.

At a certain time the pattern of asceticism is re-formulated with a rational Sufi pattern, with the Sufi order or Thabi’i model through the concept of interpolation from Sufistic privacy. With this concept, it grows a power where social, cultural and religious struggles have spread throughout life. However, this condition is indicated between the point of view of belief, or doctrine, or as a way of life only. Basically asceticism in Islam can be interpreted as an effort to adjust the will of God (The Divine Will offers), and to be away from the luxury of the world (The denial of luxuries)29.

Asceticism in the modern world today is experiencing a change in its mindset. The model proposed by Max Weber with the term calling provides concrete evidence of the behavior of human life by leading to a materialistic lifestyle. Humans have always assumed that God likes and loves bourgeois people. Meanwhile asceticism in Islam is more directed to the concept of reducing wealth (faqir) and reducing food (ju’i), but in essence asceticism in Islam is not focused solely on such things. And in Islam the model of life does not distance oneself from the social life of the community, or even lives in isolation30.

From the understanding of asceticism mentioned above, then how to stick it in humans, especially to students, needs the existence of basic thoughts and findings, so that ascetic attainment of Islamic religious education can be achieved.

27 Gülen and Gülen.
There are several things that must be done in implementing Islamic education so that the ideals of education can be achieved, including:

1. Strengthening the Curriculum System

   Islamic education with its various models and patterns remains oriented towards giving provision to achieve happiness in the world and in the hereafter world. Because of that direction, Islamic education must always be dynamic, there is always a renewal of models and concepts, and also the need for actualization of changes and developments in life. This needs to be done in connection with changes in social, cultural and religious life.28 Islamic education should not be monotonous which only provides provisions for happiness after death (eschatology) only, but Islamic Education must also be able to provide provisions for the happiness of life in the world.

   Delivering the ideal Islamic Education as expected by Muslims to achieve the goal of Education is not easy. It needs genius thinking and actualization. And this is what is difficult to practice. When viewed in real life, Islamic education is now very saddening, because the results of Islamic education that have been done can not meet the idealism of Islamic teachings. And even now in Islamic education there has been a prolonged crisis. This is what must be solved, namely the reform of Islamic Education.

   One of the things that must be considered and renewed for the realization of the idealism of Islamic education is the issue of teaching content and delivery methodology in learning. In this case what must be renewed is the issue of curriculum. While this curriculum in Islamic education is considered partial and less comprehensive, and even not integral (covering various aspects of life). Islamic religious education is only understood as the transfer of knowledge and the values of Islamic teachings contained in religious texts, while the social sciences (and natural sciences are considered to be general (secular) knowledge.

   According to Syed Muhammad Naquib Al-Attas, solving the problem of Islamic education as mentioned above is the hardest task of the ummah (muslims) in this century. If Muslims want to rise again as in the heyday of Muslims in the past, then Islamic Education must be able to reform itself as best as possible and be able to overcome the problem of Education in Islam.29 Similarly, the most serious problem facing the Islamic world today is the issue of education. Therefore the world of Islamic education must be able to face the challenges of the world in the future30.

   So far there is something that is not right in the world of Islamic education in terms of the concepts (curriculum, process, goals) and its actualization31. Therefore, in Islamic religious education there is a need for conceptual change, the need for reform, the need for new formulations, and reconstruction, or reorganization in it. This is very much needed to be done, and in fact this has been realized and pursued
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by Muslim thinkers, as evidenced by the holding of several international level conferences on Islamic education.

In modern education today the curriculum reform is a shared thought of Islamic education experts. One of the thinkers of Islamic education reform, Muhammad Athiyah Alabrași, gave a solution for the curriculum. He said that the curriculum must have the following basic principles:

1. The curriculum must refer to education that is oriented to spiritual values and minds. Related to this, in education there must be a lesson about aqidah (divinity).
2. The curriculum must contain guidance on living a noble and honorable life, and the perfection of life, such as morality, fiqh, and so on.
3. The subjects attempted to contain scientific and ideological values. This is very important because humans need to understand science as a provision in living their lives, but do not forget the most fundamental thing is the Islamic ideology.
4. The subjects presented must be oriented to things that are practical, meaning that the lesson must provide benefits and can be used by humans.
5. In Islamic education it must be pursued the existence of vocational education, engineering, and industry. This is very important to be done for provision in empowering students’ life. But not to forget religious studies, and even they first learned and memorized the Koran.
6. The curriculum must contain study of language that can support the achievement of other sciences, such as linguistics and its branches.

2. Implement the Internalization Learning model

To teach diversity for students and to instill asceticism, a method called internalization or personalization is needed. It is the method of incorporating cognitive and affective into the heart of the learners so that students are accustomed to and carry out the values of Islamic teachings.

Something that has been known can only be known, its place in the brain. To find out if students already know, the teacher can provide exam questions or tests, if the answer is correct, it means that the student already knows (understand). What is already known, the student is able to carry it out. The place is in the limbs. What settles in the brain and in the body may just stay there. Both of them are still outside the internal personality, therefore knowledge and ability to implement must be included in the internal area. The process carried out to include cognitive and affective is then referred to as internalization, while the process and effort to make knowledge and ability to do it merge in a person is called Personalization. Both terms are basically the same. Internalization / personalization methods are
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expected to be able to provide a deep understanding of the teachings of Islam to the stage of being which in turn is able to shape students into people with good character and behavior. Some of internalization methods that are able to form students’ good ethical and character traits include the following:

a. Exemplification, namely educators (teachers) exemplify the Muslim personality in various aspects, both the implementation of general (‘am) worship and the special (khas) worship. Examination is not only by educators, but everyone who has contacts with students, including all teachers, principals, all school employees, janitors, school guards / security guards, and people who sell around the school. And more importantly is modeling by parents at home.

b. Habitation of Activities in Schools, namely the school or policy holders in schools make policies about habituation of giving aid to poor people, or require students to perform the prayer, and so on.

c. Substituting activities that are ceremonial with other forms. such as replacing ceremonial isra mi’raj activities by gathering students to perform sunnah prayers and wiridan.

d. Variation of Prayers, Prayers to start the lesson may be done by reading a verse or several verses of the Koran. The prayer after finishing learning should not be one kind of prayer only, it may be replaced with a kind of wirid reading, for example the teacher says, “Class, we have finished studying, we will go home, let’s read the verse of Kursi 3 times.

e. Getting students used to reading Al-Qur’an, About ten minutes before the first lesson starts, it is recommended that students read the Qur’an that they bring from home. The same thing is done at the end of the lesson. In addition students are given the task of getting used to reading al-Qur’an at home by proof of a letter signed by a parent or cleric.

f. Always THahur (pure), meaning that the students are always in a state of ablution, their ablution is never canceled, the teacher can encourage their students to always be thahur (pure), of course the teacher exemplifies this habit for students, they are expected to be aware that they are in a pure state, which when in contact with the opposite sex will be canceled, from this side there will be a positive impact on students.

g. Sunnah Fasting, students are strongly encouraged to carry out the Sunnah fast, such as Monday and Thursday fasting, just Monday or Thursday. Teachers should be the models first.

Regarding asceticism in Islamic religious education, the internalization model is very necessary. It should be done when religious education is taught both related to worship, muamalah and akhlak / tasawuf, all of which lead to a way of approaching Allah SWT. With this internalization, human beings including students are accustomed and get used to doing good deeds that are in accordance with Islamic teachings, so that asceticism is developed in humans or students36.

In addition to the method of internalization / personalization, students must also be given clear doctrine, as stated by Muhammad Athiyah al-Abrasyi, among others:\footnote{33}

a. Before learning, you must cleanse yourself of all the bad qualities because learning is also worship.
b. Learning is intended to deepen and fill spiritually, as a basis for self-approach to Allah SWT.
c. In studying, there must be great determination despite leaving his family and homeland.
d. Students must learn until the end of a certain period with the same theachers, meaning that students should not often change teachers. If they change teachers, it must be based on a careful consideration.
e. Learning must have a professional teacher, and studnets must also be instilled in respecting the teacher.
f. Students must have good Islamic ethics, such as students are not allowed to sit in the teacher's chair, not to walk in front of their teacher, and not even to speak at will, unless there is permission from the teachers.
g. Students must have loving personality for each other, respect and love each other, and instill brotherhood.
h. Students must have a great determination in learning until the end of their lives
i. Students must not underestimate a particular field of science.

Conclusion
According to research discussion, the conclusion is:
1. Asceticism is a term taken from the Greek, *askein*, meaning "to train". In this case what is meant by training is an attempt by a person to draw himself closer to God through various means such as death of body, or to blame himself. This behavior is done because one's body is considered a real barrier in approaching God. Because their body is a barrier, they do something to purify themselves by doing the term "abstinence", which is abstaining from eating, abstaining from sleep, allowing themselves to be exposed to the heat of the sun or the cold of the night, abstaining from sexuality, and even to the point of self-torture.
2. Almost all religions in the world like Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam know and practice what is called asceticism
3. Asceticism can also be understood as an agent of change, that is changing the attitude of error (ignorance) towards a life safety (salvation). In this case human life surely experiences and feels the saturation of life from world ephoria which results in moral decadence, emergence of disobedience, prostitution, promiscuity, corrupt behavior, and others. As a result of the ephoria, there needs to be an action with an ascetic approach, namely changing the bad lifestyle to good one. Besides, it is a necessity that human life cannot be separated from the paradox cycle, that is human life between good and bad. Both collide with each other, because humans are always preoccupied by worldly pleasures, so the
tendency of humans is to forget to improve themselves continuously between doing life piety (good attitude) or always busy with their lives (bussines).

4. In the next development asceticism undergoes a transformation of its meaning: that asceticism is the basis of the Islamic spiritual life namely regularity, avoidance of big and small sins, patience and piety, loving and remembering God wherever they are

5. Religious education is education that provides knowledge, shapes the attitudes, personality, and skills of students in practicing their religious teachings, which is carried out at least through subjects / lectures on all paths, levels, and types of education

6. The purpose of education in Islam is to produce a good human being, namely universal human (Al-Insan Al-Kamil). Kamil people in question are human beings characterized by: first; a balanced human being, having integrated two dimensions of personality; a) vertical isoteric dimensions which are essentially submissive and obedient to God and b) the dimensions of exoteric, dialectical, horizontal, carrying a safety mission for their natural social environment. Second; human beings are balanced in the quality of thought, their thinking (zikir) and deeds (amal).

7. The way of instilling asceticism in humans, especially in students, requires the existence of basic thoughts and findings, so that asceticism in Islamic religious education can be achieved. There are several things that must be done in implementing Islamic education so that the ideals of education can be achieved, including strengthening the curriculum system and applying the model of internalization of learning.
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